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Abstract: We study actions for massive bosonic particles of higher spins by di-
mensionally reducing an action for massless particles. For the latter we take a model
with a SO(N) extended local supersymmetry on the worldline, that is known to
describe massless (conformal) particles of higher spins in flat spacetimes of even di-
mensions. Dimensional reduction produces an action for massive spinning particles
in odd dimensions. The field equations that emerge in a quantization a` la Dirac are
shown to be equivalent to the Fierz-Pauli ones. The massless limit generates a mul-
tiplet of massless states with higher spins, whose first quantized field equations have
a geometric form with fields belonging to various types of Young tableaux. These
geometric equations can be partially integrated to show their equivalence with the
standard Fronsdal-Labastida equations. We covariantize our model to check whether
an extension to curved spacetimes can be achieved. Restricting to (A)dS spaces, we
find that the worldline gauge algebra becomes nonlinear, but remains first class.
This guarantees consistency on such backgrounds. A light cone analysis confirms
the presence of the expected propagating degrees of freedom. A covariant analysis is
worked out explicitly for the massive case, which is seen to give rise to the Fierz-Pauli
equations extended to (A)dS spaces. It is worth noting that in D = 3 the massless
limit of our model with N → ∞ has the same field content of the Vasiliev’s theory
that accommodates each spin exactly once.
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1 Introduction
Higher spin field theories have recently been the focus of much interest. One of the
main motivations arises from the study of the interacting higher spin field equations
found by Vasiliev [1–3]. They involve an infinite number of higher spin fields on
AdS spaces, and find interesting applications in AdS/CFT dualities [4–10]. For an
introduction to these subjects see, for example, the reviews [11–15] and references
therein.
One approach to study free higher spin fields in flat and curved backgrounds is to
analyze the first quantization of relativistic particles. This approach was followed in
[16–18], which focused on massless spinning particles in even spacetime dimensions.
In those references a certain class of higher spin states, defined by the SO(N) spinning
particle action of [19–21], was analyzed in great details. The covariant quantization
of the spinning particles was analyzed in flat and (A)dS spaces to show how well-
known higher spin (HS) field equations would emerge from the Dirac quantization
procedure. In addition, the path integral quantization was used to give a worldline
representation of the one-loop effective action on (A)dS spaces, allowing for the
calculation of the heat kernel coefficients corresponding to the divergencies of the
effective action in D = 4.
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The standard SO(N) spinning particle action describes massless (in fact, con-
formal [22, 23]) particles of higher spin in spacetimes of even dimensions. They can
be coupled to conformally flat backgrounds [17], which include in particular (A)dS
spaces [24]. However, in odd dimensions the model is empty. The gauging of the
full SO(N) extended worldline supersymmetry, which is the defining property of the
model, constrains the propagating degrees of freedom to be that of a pure massless
particle of spin s = N
2
, but forces at the same time the spacetime to be even di-
mensional (this happens for N > 2 i.e. s > 1). One could gauge a subgroup of the
SO(N) symmetry group to describe a multiplet of spinning particles, a fact which is
even desirable within the prospect of introducing interactions, but that would pre-
vent an extension to curved backgrounds, as the gauging of the SO(N) charges is
instrumental in providing a first class algebra on curved spaces [17].
Here we wish to continue the analysis of HS fields within the worldline approach
and set ourselves to study bosonic massive and massless higher spinning particles in
odd dimensions. We consider the introduction of a mass by dimensional reduction of
the SO(N) spinning particle, and provide some solutions to the problems mentioned
previously. By construction, the emerging model has massive degrees of freedom in
odd dimensions only. Taking the massless limit gives a multiplet of HS particles
in odd dimensions. The analysis of the physical degrees of freedom carried by the
particle is performed both through a light cone approach and through a covariant
approach. The latter is accomplished by using the Dirac quantization method. It
shows how the dynamics is described in a gauge invariant way through linearized
curvatures (which may be expressed in terms of gauge potentials if desired). Having
performed the analysis in flat space, we proceed by noting that the gauge algebra
can be covariantized to include (A)dS backgrounds, while keeping it first class. This
provides a consistent model for both the massive and massless cases on (A)dS spaces.
We perform again a light cone analysis to confirm that the particle propagates the
same degrees of freedom as in flat space. A covariant analysis is carried out explicitly
for the massive case, and we find that the covariant Dirac constraints can be reduced
to the Fierz-Pauli equations extended to (A)dS spaces. A similar treatment of the
massless case is more complex, and we content ourself to report the explicit example
of s = 2 in D = 3. It is interesting to note that in the massless case and for integer
s = N
2
→ ∞ one finds the same field content appearing in the three dimensional
Vasiliev’s’s theory, where each integer spin occurs precisely once. The coupling to
(A)dS is presumably crucial for having a chance of studying the interactions carried
by the Vasiliev’s model in a first quantized approach.
2 Review of the SO(N) massless spinning particles
We start reviewing the action of the SO(N) massless spinning particle, that describes
a particle of spin s = N
2
upon quantization. This is mainly to introduce notations,
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conventions and methods. We consider the motion on a flat (D + 1)-dimensional
Minkowski space MD+1 and take N even to restrict ourselves to bosonic particles of
integer spin s. The dynamical variables of the spinning particle are given by:
• the cartesian coordinates xm of the particle on MD+1 (m = 0, 1, .., D)
• their conjugate momenta pm
• N real Grassmann variables with spacetime vector indices ψmi (i = 1, .., N)
• the SO(N)-extended supergravity multiplet on the worldline, whose gauge fields
are made up by the einbein e, the N gravitinos χi, and the SO(N) gauge field
aij.
The phase space action of the model, S =
∫
dτL, is identified by the lagrangian1
L = pmx˙
m +
i
2
ψimψ˙
m
i − e
(1
2
pmp
m
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
H
−iχi
(
pmψ
m
i
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qi
−1
2
aij
(
iψmi ψjm
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jij
(2.1)
where H,Qi,Jij denote first class constraints gauged by e, χi, aij. The kinetic term
defines the phase space symplectic structure and fixes the graded Poisson brackets
{xm, pn}PB = δmn , {ψmi , ψnj }PB = −iηmnδij (2.2)
(other independent brackets vanish). With them one computes the constraint algebra
{Qi,Qj}PB = −2iδijH
{Jij,Qk}PB = δjkQi − δikQj
{Jij,Jkl}PB = δjkJil − δikJjl − δjlJik + δilJjk
(2.3)
which is first class. This algebra is known as the SO(N)-extended susy algebra in
one dimension, as it contains N real susy charges Qi. They transform in the vector
representation of SO(N) (the so-called R-symmetry group) generated by the Jij
charges, and close on the Hamiltonian H.
In a quantization a` la Dirac, the constraint functions CA := (H,Qi,Jij) become
operators that produce the massless higher spin (HS) field equations. One may write
them as CA|R〉 = 0, where |R〉 is a vector of the extended Hilbert space. The
solutions of these constraint equations make up the subspace of physical states. The
remaining Schro¨dinger equation implies that the physical fields do not depend on the
time parameter τ . These constraint equations have the property of being conformally
1The Minkowski metric ηmn ∼ (−,+, · · · ,+) is used to raise and lower spacetime indices. Indices
named m,n, .. etc. refer to spacetime indices (m,n = 0, 1, ...D), while those named i, j, .. etc. stand
for internal SO(N) indices (i, j = 1, .., N).
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invariant [22, 23], and take the form of the Bargmann-Wigner equations [25], studied
in arbitrary spacetime dimensions in [26, 27]. Let us describe them. The physical
states |R〉 are contained in a tensor
Rm11..m1d,...,ms1..msd (2.4)
with s blocks of d = D+1
2
antisymmetric indices2 that satisfies the properties:
(i) it is completely traceless and has the symmetries of a Young tableau with d rows
and s columns (this follows from the J constraints)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
Rm11..m1d,...,ms1..msd ∼ d
 (2.5)
(ii) it satisfies integrability conditions (from half of the Q constraints)
∂[mRm11..m1d],...,ms1..msd = 0 , (2.6)
interpreted as Bianchi identities once solved,
(iii) it satisfies Maxwell equations (from the other half of the Q constraints)
∂mRmm12..m1d,...,ms1..msd = 0 . (2.7)
The H constraint is automatically satisfied as consequence of the constraint algebra.
These are geometric equations for free conformal fields of integer spin s, equivalent to
the massless Bargmann-Wigner equations. They are called geometric as the tensors
R can be interpreted as (linearized) curvatures, as we are going to show later on.
To derive these equations it is useful to take complex combinations of the N = 2s
indices and define (for I = i = 1, .., s)
ψI =
1√
2
(ψi + iψi+s) , ψ¯
I =
1√
2
(ψi − iψi+s) . (2.8)
Their non trivial quantum anticommutators are given by
{ψmI , ψ¯Jn} = ηmnδJI (2.9)
and describe a set of fermionic creation/annihilation operators. In this basis only the
subgroup U(s) ⊂ SO(2s) is manifest. The susy charges take the form QI = ψmI pm
and Q¯I = ψ¯Impm, and the susy algebra breaks up into
{QI , Q¯J} = 2δJIH , {QI ,QJ} = {Q¯I , Q¯J} = 0 . (2.10)
2We separate different blocks of antisymmetric indices by commas; D + 1 must be even for
nontrivial solutions so that d = D+12 is integer.
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The SO(N) generators split as Jij ∼ (JIJ¯ ,JIJ ,JI¯J¯) := (JIJ ,KIJ , K¯IJ), which we
normalize as
JIJ = ψI · ψ¯J − d δJI , KIJ = ψI · ψJ , K¯IJ = ψ¯I · ψ¯J (2.11)
(note that JIJ for fixed I = J is a hermitian operator with real eigenvalues). Then,
the SO(N) algebra breaks up into
[JIJ ,JKL] = δJKJIL − δLI JKJ
[JIJ ,KKL] = δJKKIL + δJLKKI
[JIJ , K¯KL] = −δKI K¯JL − δLI K¯KJ
[KIJ , K¯KL] = δKJ JIL − δLJJIK − δKI JJL + δLI JJK
(2.12)
with other commutators vanishing. The first line identifies the manifest U(s) sub-
algebra. Finally, the remaining non trivial part of the constraint algebra takes the
form
[JIJ ,QK ] = δJKQI
[JIJ , Q¯K ] = −δKI Q¯J
[K¯IJ ,QK ] = δJKQ¯I − δIKQ¯J
[KIJ , Q¯K ] = δKJ QI − δKI QJ .
(2.13)
We now analyze the constraints in a quantization a` la Dirac. The fermionic
operators can be treated using a basis of fermionic coherent states, so that they
can be realized by letting ψmI act as multiplication by the Grassmann variables ψ
m
I ,
and ψ¯Im as derivation by the Grassmann variable ψ
m
I (i.e. ψ¯
I
m =
∂
∂ψmI
; we refrain
from denoting operators with a hat, as no confusion can arise). Using in addition
the coordinate representation for the position and momentum operators, one may
describe a generic state |R〉 of the full Hilbert space by the wave function
R(x, ψ) = (〈x| ⊗ 〈ψ|)|R〉 =
D+1∑
Ai=0
Rm1..mA1 ,..., n1..nAs (x)ψ
m1
1 ..ψ
mA1
1 ...ψ
n1
s ..ψ
nAs
s (2.14)
which contains all possible tensors with s blocks of indices, completely antisymmetric
in each block.
In the chosen representation the SO(N) generators take the form
JIJ = ψI · ∂
∂ψJ
− d δJI , KIJ = ψI · ψJ , K¯IJ =
∂
∂ψI
· ∂
∂ψJ
. (2.15)
The operator JI I at fixed I counts the number of fermions ψmI of flavor I minus d (this
constant arises from a graded-symmetric quantum ordering prescription), while JIJ
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removes from the wavefunction a fermion ψmJ and replaces it with a fermion ψ
m
I (the
fermions of each species antisymmetrize the corresponding indices of the tensor that
multiplies them). In addition, KIJ = ψI ·ψJ = ψmI ηmn ψnJ acts on the various tensors
by adding one index in the I-th block and one index the J-th block by multiplying
with the metric tensor ηmn, each block being then automatically antisymmetrized.
Similarly, K¯IJ = ∂
∂ψI
· ∂
∂ψJ
= ∂
∂ψmI
ηmn ∂
∂ψnJ
computes traces by contracting one index
of the I-th block with one index the J-th block through the metric tensor. Then, it
is easy to see that the corresponding constraints imply
JI I |R〉 = 0 (I fixed) ⇒ R = Rm1..md,..., n1..nd(x)ψm11 ..ψmd1 ...ψn1s ..ψnds
JIJ |R〉 = 0 (I 6= J) ⇒ R satisfies algebraic Bianchi identities
K¯IJ |R〉 = 0 ⇒ R traceless
KIJ |R〉 = 0 ⇒ R traceless .
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
Similarly, the constraints Qi = (QI , Q¯I) produce
QI |R〉 = 0 ⇒ R closed (integrability conditions → potentials)
Q¯I |R〉 = 0 ⇒ R co-closed (Maxwell equations) .
(2.20)
(2.21)
The constraint H is automatically satisfied as a consequence of the algebra.
Note that the constraints (2.16) and (2.17) correspond to the generators of the
manifest U(s) ⊂ SO(2s). The tensor R solving these equations has s blocks with
d antisymmetric indices each, consequence of (2.16), and satisfies algebraic Bianchi
identities of the form
R[m1..md,n1]..nd,... = 0 (2.22)
where [...] indicates antisymmetrization, consequence of (2.17). There is also a sym-
metry under an exchange of the blocks. It can be proved by using finite SO(s) ⊂ U(s)
rotations. For example, a pi
2
rotation in the I-J plane, that implements ψI → ψJ and
ψJ → −ψI , implies symmetry under the exchange of block I with block J . Note that
the fermionic Fock vacuum |Ω〉 ∼ Ω(x) is not invariant under [U(1)]s ⊂ U(s), as all
generators JI I with fixed I transform it by an infinitesimal phase (JI I |Ω〉 = −d|Ω〉).
It is the vector |R〉 in eq. (2.16) that is invariant. Summarizing, the constraints
JIJ , i.e. those belonging to U(s), select an irreducible representation of the general
linear group GL(D+ 1) identified by a Young tableau with d = D+1
2
rows and s = N
2
columns, as depicted in (2.5).
The constraint K¯IJ removes all possible traces from this tensor, and produces
an irreducible representation of the Lorentz group SO(D, 1). The constraints due to
KIJ do not give new independent relations: they say that pieces equivalent to pure
traces must vanish. The equivalence of KIJ and K¯IJ constraints is not a consequence
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of the algebra, but can be viewed as a consequence of a duality symmetry enjoyed
by the spinning particle. Indeed, one can realize the Hodge operator acting in the
I-th block by
?I : ψI ↔ ψ¯I , (?I)2 = 1 . (2.23)
The exchange ψI ↔ ψ¯I maps the lowest state (in the fermionic Fock vacuum) with
the highest state, and so on, and it is seen to correspond to a dualization of the
antisymmetric indices of the tensor R belonging to the I-th block. It is obtained by
a discrete O(N) symmetry transformation (that reflects one real ψi fermion). Denote
now ?IJ = ?I?J (this combined transformation can be done within SO(N)). Then
KIJ |R〉 = 0 ⇒ (?IJ KIJ ?IJ) (?IJ |R〉) = K¯IJ |R(?IJ )〉 = 0 , (2.24)
which implies that R(?IJ ) is traceless when contracting an index of the I-th block with
an index of the J-th block. By R(?IJ ) we indicate the tensor dual to R in both set of
indices, those of the block I and those of the block J . Using  ∼ δ...δ, one may check
that tracelessness of R(?IJ ) implies tracelessness of R as well. Finally, note that the Q¯I
constraint is a consequence of (2.20) and (2.18), since the [K¯IJ ,QK ] = δJKQ¯I−δIKQ¯J .
We have verified that an independent set of constraints is given by (JIJ ,QI , K¯IJ).
They can be implemented in that order to make contact with the Fonsdal-Labastida
formulation of higher spin fields (with or without compensators) for the particular
spin representations carried by the SO(N) particle. Let us review these last steps as
well. Gauge potentials |φ〉 can be introduced by integrating the QI constraint as
|R〉 = q|φ〉 (2.25)
where q = Q1Q2..Qs. This follows from the nilpotency of the QI ’s together with a
Poincare´ lemma stating that the related cohomologies are trivial in Minkowski space
(all closed forms are exact). Then, the constraints JIJ are implemented by taking
|φ〉 to satisfy
JIJ |φ〉 = −δIJ |φ〉 (2.26)
that fixes |φ〉 to contain an irreducible tensor under GL(D + 1) with Young tableau
of the form
︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
φ ∼ (d− 1)
{
Finally, the remaining constraints K¯IJ (the trace constraints) implement the dynam-
ical equations. One computes
K¯IJ |R〉 = K¯IJ q|φ〉 = qIJ
[
− 2H +QIQ¯I + 1
2
QIQJK¯IJ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
G
|φ〉 = 0 (2.27)
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where qIJ := ∂QI
∂
QJ q and G is the Fronsdal-Labastida operator3 which is manifestly
U(s) invariant (one checks that [JIJ ,G] = 0). The product of s + 1 QI ’s must
vanish, so that one may partially integrate this last equation to obtain the Fronsdal-
Labastida equation with compensators
G|φ〉 = QIQJQK |ρIJK〉 (2.28)
where the right hand side parametrizes an element of the kernel of qIJ , and the
compensator |ρIJK〉 has a Young tableau of GL(D + 1) of the form
︸ ︷︷ ︸
s−3
ρIJK ∼ (d− 1)
{
The gauge symmetries of the Fronsdal-Labastida equation with compensators are
given by
δ|φ〉 = QI |ξI〉 , δ|ρIJK〉 = 1
2
K¯[IJ |ξK]〉 . (2.29)
A partial gauge fixing can be used to set the compensators to vanish, and one is left
with the original Fronsdal-Labastida equation
G|φ〉 = 0 (2.30)
with gauge symmetries generated by traceless gauge parameters. The use of com-
pensators in this context was discussed in [30–32].
3 Dimensional reduction, massive particles, and massless
limit
Massive spinning particles can be obtained by the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism [33] of
dimensionally reducing the massless model on a flat spacetime of the form MD×S1.
In practice, one gauges the compact direction xD, corresponding to S1, by imposing
the first class constraint pD − m = 0. Setting xm = (xµ, xD), pm = (pµ, pD), and
ψmi = (ψ
µ
i , θi) one obtains in flat, odd D dimensions
L = pµx˙
µ +
i
2
ψiµψ˙
µ
i +
i
2
θiθ˙i
−e 1
2
(pµp
µ +m2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
H
−iχi
(
pµψ
µ
i +mθi
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qi
−1
2
aij
(
iψµi ψjµ + iθiθj
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jij
. (3.1)
3It corresponds to the Fronsdal kinetic operator for higher spin fields in D = 4 [28], extended to
higher dimensions for generic tensors of the Lorentz group by Labastida [29].
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The constraints satisfy again the same algebra written in (2.3), where SO(N) is
manifest. As shown before, this algebra can be equivalently written as in (2.16)-
(2.19) and (2.20)-(2.21), where only the group U(s) is manifest. The latter form is
useful to analyze and solve the quantum constraints.
3.1 Light cone analysis
Before discussing the covariant treatment of the constraints at the quantum level,
let us present a light cone analysis to calculate and check the number of propagating
physical degrees of freedom.
We define light cone coordinates by xµ = (x+, x−, xa) with x± = (xD−1±x0)/√2
and xa the transverse directions, so that ds2 = 2dx+dx−+dxadxa. Note that vectors
have light cone indices such that p+ = p− and p− = p+.
One can set x+ = τ as gauge fixing condition, dual to the mass shell constraint
H = 0. The gauge is well-fixed, as {x+, p2 +m2}
PB
= 2p− 6= 0 (recall that p− = p+ is
assumed to be invertible in light cone analysis). The constraint p2 +m2 = 0 is then
solved in terms of p+ = − 12p− (p2T +m2), where p2T = papa is the transverse momentum
squared. The conjugate variables (x+, p+) of the phase space are thus eliminated.
The parameter x+ is taken as the time parameter, and −p+ = 12p− (p2T + m2) is the
corresponding hamiltonian.
Then, one can gauge fix the Majorana fermions ψ+i = 0. The local susy trans-
formations act on the Majorana fermions as δψmi = {ψmi , jQj}PB = iipm, so that
using the infinitesimal transformations δψ+i = iip
+ (which are non vanishing) one
can set ψ+i = 0. The gauge is well-fixed, and indeed {ψ+i ,Qj} = −ip+δij 6= 0. One
may solve the constraints Qi = 0 by setting ψ−i = − 1p− (paψai + mθi), and the con-
jugated variables (ψ+i , ψ
−
i ) are eliminated as independent phase space coordinates.
The coordinates of the reduced phase space are now given by (x−, p−), (xa, pa), and
ψai , with lagrangian
L = p−x˙− + pax˙a +
i
2
ψiaψ˙
a
i +
i
2
θiθ˙i − 1
2p−
(p2
T
+m2)
−1
2
aij
(
iψai ψja + iθiθj
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jij
. (3.2)
One may try to reduce the phase space further, implementing the last constraint
Jij. However, this can be done in a simpler way a` la Dirac, since it produces purely
algebraic constraints. This implementation proceeds as described previously, when
discussing the massless case in D+1 even dimensions. Taking into account the unique
quantum ordering of the quantum constraints Jij, one finds a sum of irreps of the
SO(D − 2) group that fill an irrep of the SO(D − 1) rotation group corresponding
precisely to the polarizations of a massive spin s in D dimensions (in higher dimen-
sions by spin s we mean a multiplet corresponding to a rectangular Young tableau
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with s columns and D−1
2
rows). The corresponding degrees of freedom are counted
by using a “factor over hook” type of formula, and their number is given by
Dof(D, s) =
Yt
Yh
(3.3)
where
Yt =
d−1∏
i=1
(s+ i− 2)!(2s+ 2i− 2)!
(2i− 2)!(2s+ i− 2)! , Yh =
d−1∏
i=1
(s+ i− 1)!
(i− 1)! , d :=
D + 1
2
.
(3.4)
In particular, in D = 3 one finds two degrees of freedom for any spin s > 0. Of course,
this is identical to the polarizations of a massless spin s particle in one dimension
higher, a fact that is rather evident from the dimensional reduction process.
3.2 Covariant analysis
We are now ready to give a covariant analysis, implementing the constraints of the
Dirac quantization scheme. We can partially solve them to make contact with known
relativistic higher spin wave equations, that is Fierz-Pauli in the massive case and
Fronsdal-Labastida in the massless one. This analysis is done intrinsically, i.e. work-
ing directly in D dimension, without considering the dimensional reduction. This
is the strategy that we follow once we extend the model to (A)dS backgrounds. Of
course, keeping in mind the dimensional reduction simplifies a bit the derivation of
the field equations in flat space.
Thus, we work in odd D dimensional flat spacetime, with D = 2d−1, d ≥ 2, and
use the complex U(s) covariant combinations for fermions as defined in section 2, that
now read (ψµI , ψ¯
µI) and (θI , θ¯
I). As before, we represent ψ’s and θ’s as multiplications
by the corresponding Grassmann variable, and ψ¯’s, θ¯’s as derivatives thereof. We
indicate a generic state of the model by |R〉, and we mostly work with the wave
function R(x, ψ, θ) = (〈x| ⊗ 〈ψ| ⊗ 〈θ|)|R〉, which has a finite Taylor expansion in
ψµI and θI , where I = 1, ..., s. Since the θ content will distinguish between different
types of spacetime tensors, we find it convenient to isolate it explicitly writing the
state as
R(x, ψ, θ) =
s∑
n=0
1
n!
RI1...In(x, ψ) θI1 ...θIn , (3.5)
withRI1...In := R[I1...In] being totally antisymmetric in the I indices. Here and in what
follows [...] will always denote weighted antisymmetrization. In the constraints the
(ψ, ∂ψ) and (θ, ∂θ) parts play different roles: the first performs algebraic operations
on the single tensors contained in RI1...In , while the second mixes different tensor
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structures. For this reason we write the constraints in split form as follows
J JI = ψµI
∂
∂ψµJ
+ θI
∂
∂θJ
− d δJI = JJI + θI
∂
∂θJ
− d δJI ,
KIJ = ψµI ψJ µ + θIθJ = gIJ + θIθJ ,
K¯IJ = ∂
2
∂ψµI ∂ψJ µ
+
∂2
∂θI∂θJ
= trIJ +
∂2
∂θI∂θJ
,
(3.6)
for the SO(2s) algebra operators, and
QI = ψµI pµ +mθI = QI +mθI , Q¯I = pµ
∂
∂ψµI
+m
∂
∂θI
= Q¯I +m
∂
∂θI
,
H = 1
2
(
p2 +m2
)
= H +
m2
2
,
(3.7)
for the supersymmetry part. We named gIJ := ψ
µ
I ψJ µ and tr
IJ := ∂
2
∂ψµI ∂ψJ µ
the D-
dimensional parts of KIJ and K¯IJ in order to emphasize their algebraic meaning.
The algebra of the D-dimensional operators JJI , gIJ , tr
IJ , QI , Q¯
I and H is the same
as the massless algebra presented in section 2 in D+ 1 dimensions, up to the normal
ordering constant that for simplicity we have not included in JJI := ψ
µ
I
∂
∂ψµJ
, but we
give it here for completeness. The SO(N) part reads
[JI
J , JK
L] = δJKJI
L − δLI JKJ
[JI
J , gKL] = δ
J
KgIL + δ
J
LgKI
[JI
J , trKL] = −δKI trJL − δLI trKJ
[gIJ , tr
KL] = 4δ
[k
[J J
L]
I] − (2d− 1)
(
δKJ δ
L
I − δKI δLJ
)
(3.8)
while the R-symmetry rotations are given by
[JI
J , QK ] = δ
J
KQI
[JI
J , Q¯K ] = −δKI Q¯J
[trIJ , QK ] = δ
J
KQ¯
I − δIKQ¯J
[gIJ , Q¯
K ] = δKJ QI − δKI QJ ,
(3.9)
and the susy algebra is
{QI , Q¯J} = 2δJIH , {QI , QJ} = {Q¯I , Q¯J} = 0 . (3.10)
To understand the tensor content of the various RI1...In terms we recall that the
diagonal J ’s are number operators that count the numbers NψI of ψI ’s and NθI of
θI ’s. The constraints J II R = 0, where I is fixed and not summed, amount then to
(NψI + NθI )R = dR .
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This means that in R we have d antisymmetric indices in the I-th group whenever
the θI is not present, while we have d − 1 antisymmetric indices when it is. From
the decomposition (3.5), it is thus clear that RI1...In contains n “short” columns4 of
(d − 1) indices labeled by I1...In, and the remaining (s − n) “long” columns of d
indices, i.e.
RI1...In ∼
s−n⊗ 1
...
d
n⊗ 1
...
d-1
. (3.11)
This is covariantly stated by splitting in θ the J JI R = 0 equation, that reads(
JLK − d δLK
)
RI1...In + n(−)n−1RL[I1..In−1δIn]K = 0 , (3.12)
and looking at its diagonal part. The off-diagonal parts of these constraints plays
two roles. First, they enforce GL(D) irreducibility on each RI1...In as a spacetime
tensor. They further tell that, for given n, all the
(
s
n
)
seemingly different RI1...In
actually represent the same spacetime tensor with the same Young tableau, and
they only differ in the ψI structure. To see this it would be much easier to go back
to the (D + 1)-dimensional picture, but we can still analyze (3.12) in a bit more
detail. For K 6= L the operator JLK removes a spacetime index from column L and
antisymmetrizes it within column K. Equation (3.12) can be split in three cases:
• L ∈ {I1..In}: Removing an index from a short column, and placing it in any
other column where it is antisymmetrized, gives zero.
• K,L /∈ {I1..In}: Removing an index from a long column and antisymmetrizing
it within a long column gives zero.
• L /∈ {I1..In}, K ∈ {I1..In}: Removing an index from a long column L and
antisymmetrizing it within a short column K equates it to another RI1...In
tensor having a short L column and long K one.
The first two conditions amount to GL(D) irreducibility, while the third says that
the various RI1...In at fixed n differ only in naming which columns are the short ones,
i.e. they only differ in the ψI species.
Summarizing the whole content of (3.12) we have that, for given n, any RI1...In is
represented by the same spacetime tensor whose GL(D) Young tableau is obtained
from a rectangular d× s one by removing n cells from the bottom row
4We refer to columns, using a Young tableau language, to denote blocks of antisymmetric indices.
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︸ ︷︷ ︸
s−n
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
RI1...In ∼ d

The entire field content is then given by the s+1 tensors {R,RI , RIJ , .., RI1...Is}.
Starting from the maximal rank one, R with rectangular d × s Young tableau, one
goes down by removing one by one the cells of the bottom row until RI1...Is , with
rectangular (d−1)×s diagram, is reached. This final picture is clear having in mind
the dimensional reduction of a tensor with a rectangular Young tableau.
Having treated the tensor structure of the states of the physical Hilbert space,
the other independent constraints, namely QI and K¯IJ , give the dynamics for the
system. The constraints on RI1...In read
QK R
I1...In +m(−)sd+n+1n δ[I1K RI2...In] = 0
trKLRI1...In −RKLI1...In = 0 .
(3.13)
The first equation gives integrability conditions and, in the massive case, relates
higher rank tensors to the lower rank ones via successive derivatives, while the sec-
ond equation enforces trace conditions that contain the truly dynamical equations.
The mass parameter in the integrability condition above gives different physical in-
terpretations to the tensors RI1...In , depending whether it vanishes or not. For this
reason we shall now treat separately the massive case and its massless limit.
3.2.1 The massive case: Pauli-Fierz
When the mass parameter is nonzero, we can invert the first equation in (3.13) to
get higher rank curvatures in terms of lower ones
RI1...In = (−)sd+n+1 1
m(s− n) QK R
KI1...In . (3.14)
This can be iterated until they are all expressed in terms of the last one RI1...Is , that
is the only independent field left, giving all the curvatures as
∂ ∂ ∂︸ ︷︷ ︸
s−n
s︷ ︸︸ ︷
RI1...In =
(−)(s−n)(sd+1)
ms−n(s− n)! QIn+1 ...QIs R
I1...Is ∼ (d− 1)

(3.15)
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Since every equation can be cast in terms of RI1...Is only, it is convenient to use
the SU(s) invariant symbol I1...Is to dualize all the fields as
RI1...In = I1..InJ1..Js−n R˜J1..Js−n . (3.16)
In particular we reserve a different name for the independent field: R˜ = φ (the one
corresponding to RI1...Is). In this dual picture, the Young tableau for R˜I1...In is given
by adding n cells in a d-th row to the (d− 1)× s box diagram of φ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
s︷ ︸︸ ︷
R˜I1...In ∼ (d− 1)
{
For sake of completeness we give here all the relevant constraint equations for
the fields in the dual basis(
JLK − d δLK
)
R˜I1...In + (n+ 1)δ
L
[KR˜I1...In] = 0 ,
QK R˜I1...In +m(−)sd(n+ 1) R˜KI1...In = 0 ,
trKLR˜I1...In − δK[I1δLI2R˜I3...In] = 0 .
(3.17)
The first equation reproduces the field content just described. The Q equations can
be solved iteratively to give
R˜I1...In =
(−)sd+1
mn
Q[I1R˜I2...In] = · · · =
(−)n(sd+1)
mnn!
QI1 ...QInφ , (3.18)
and the consistency condition QKR˜I1...In − Q[KR˜I1...In] = 0 is trivially satisfied due
to the anticommuting nature of the QI ’s
5.
At this point the only fields needed are φ and the curvatures
R˜I =
(−)sd+1
m
QIφ , R˜IJ =
1
2m2
QIQJφ . (3.19)
The relevant field equations come from the trace constraints in (3.17) for n = 0, 1, 2
while all the higher order constraints will be derivatives of the field equations them-
selves. Explicitly, the relevant trace constraints are
trKLφ = 0 , trKLR˜I = 0 ,
trKLR˜IJ − δK[I δLJ ]φ = 0 .
(3.20)
5Note that on (A)dS spaces the QI ’s do not anticommute, and this will become a nontrivial
consistency condition of the solution.
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The first equation tells that the field φ is completely traceless, while the second
one reads trKLQIφ = 0. Using the [tr, Q] algebra in (3.9) and tr
IJφ = 0 one finds
Q¯Iφ = 0, i.e. φ is divergence-free. At this point the last equation in (3.20) becomes
trivial for {KL} /∈ {IJ}. The only nontrivial part sits in its contraction
trIJR˜IJ − s(s−1)2 φ = 0 . (3.21)
By using the [tr, Q] algebra as above and {QI , Q¯J} = 2δJI H, as long as the previous
trace and divergence constraints are imposed, it simply becomes the massive Klein-
Gordon equation
(p2 +m2)φ = 0 .
We have thus shown that the physical content of the model reduces to a single
field φ described by a rectangular (d− 1)× s Young tableau
︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
φµ1..µd−1,...,ν1..νd−1 ∼ (d− 1)

(3.22)
obeying the Fierz-Pauli massive equations [34], that in our language read
trIJφ = 0 , Q¯Iφ = 0 ,
(
p2 +m2
)
φ = 0 . (3.23)
In the more explicit tensorial notation they take the form
φµµ2...µd−1,...,µν2...νd−1 = 0
∂µφµµ2...µd−1,...,ν1...νd−1 = 0(−+m2)φµ1...µd−1,...,ν1...νd−1 = 0 .
(3.24)
Having analyzed the massive case, we can now turn to the somehow richer massless
limit.
3.2.2 The massless limit: Fronsdal-Labastida multiplets
If we set the mass parameter to zero, the only constraint equations that change are
the Q ones. Since, as we will see, in this case one has s+ 1 different physical fields,
there is no real advantage in using the dual basis, and we return to the original one,
i.e. RI1...In . The irreducibility constraints J JI are exactly the same and as before
they yield
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︸ ︷︷ ︸
s−n
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
RI1...In ∼ d

The remaining equations now read
QK R
I1...In = 0 ,
trKLRI1...In −RKLI1...In = 0 .
(3.25)
The Q equations now tell us that each curvature separately obeys Bianchi integrabil-
ity conditions, and indeed we shall integrate them in terms of s+1 different massless
potentials. Part of the analysis is now strictly analogous to what we reviewed in
section 2: we introduce two higher derivative operators
q =
1
s!
I1...IsQI1 ...QIs , q
IJ =
1
(s− 2)! 
IJI3...IsQI3 ...QIs , (3.26)
and we use q to solve the integrability constraints as
RI1...In = q ϕI1...In . (3.27)
To understand the tensor structure of ϕI1...In , notice that [JJI , q] = δ
J
I q. This means
that at the level of Young tableaux q attaches s cells at the bottom of the s columns
of the diagram. Hence, the ϕI1...In Young tableau can be obtained from the tableau
of RI1...In by stripping off one cell from the bottom of each column. In general the
resulting structure will be
︸ ︷︷ ︸
s−n
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
ϕI1...In ∼ (d− 1)

and the pictorial relation between curvature and potential is as follows
∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂︸ ︷︷ ︸
s−n
s︷ ︸︸ ︷
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
RI1...In = q ϕI1...In ∼ (d− 1)
{
Something slightly different happens in D = 3, that is d = 2: the (d − 2) × s box
diagram is now empty, and one has symmetric tensors of spin ranging from zero to
s, namely
ϕI1...In ∼ ︸ ︷︷ ︸
s−n
, D = 3 .
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Once the curvatures are written in terms of potentials, the field equations take the
form
trKL q ϕI1...In − q ϕKLI1...In = 0 , (3.28)
and they are higher derivative equations. Following the derivation sketched in section
2, we notice that
trKL q = qKLG , G = −2H +QIQ¯I + 12 QIQJ trIJ
q ϕKLI1...In =
1
2
qKLQIQJ ϕ
IJI1...In ,
(3.29)
where G is the Fronsdal-Labastida operator. The equations (3.28) can then be recast
as
qKL
(
GϕI1...In − 1
2
QIQJ ϕ
IJI1...In
)
= 0 . (3.30)
The expression inside the bracket mixes different potentials, but it is possible to
decouple them recursively with a field redefinition:
ϕI1...In = ϕ˜I1...In +
m∑
j=1
α
(n)
j gK1L1 ...gKjLj ϕ˜
K1L1..KjLjI1..In . (3.31)
Namely, one starts from ϕI1..Is = ϕ˜I1..Is and ϕI1..Is−1 = ϕ˜I1..Is−1 and goes down until
ϕI1..In with n = s − 2m or n = s − 1 − 2m in (3.31). The α(n)j coefficients can be
found by recursion and read
α
(n)
0 := 1 , α
(n)
j =
α
(n+2)
j−1
4j
(
j + n− s+ 1
2
) ,
so that
α
(n)
j =
1
4jj!
∏j
l=1(2j − l + n− s+ 12)
. (3.32)
Once we have s+ 1 decoupled equations
qKLG ϕ˜I1...In = 0 (3.33)
we can drop the tildes and, since qIJ ∼ Qs−2, we can locally parametrize its kernel
as Q3ρ, namely
GϕI1...In = QIQJQK ρ
IJK|I1..In , (3.34)
that are nothing but Fronsdal-Labastida equations for the mixed symmetry tensors
ϕI1...In with compensators. We can see from (3.34) that for each ϕI1...In there are
different compensator structures: indeed their Young tableaux are obtained from
the corresponding ϕ diagrams by removing three cells in the IJK columns. Since
there is no symmetry relation between the two sets IJK and I1..In, one has different
tensors for ρ whether some IJK coincide with some Ik or not. In the next subsection
we will provide some explicit examples of the various structures that can arise.
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3.2.3 Gauge invariance
As expected in a theory of massless fields, the equations giving the curvatures in
terms of the potentials admit a gauge symmetry that leaves the curvatures invariant.
Since q QI = QI q = 0 it is easy to see that δR
I1...In = 0 if we vary the gauge field as
δϕI1...In = QK Λ
K|I1...In . (3.35)
As it was the case for the compensators, the Young diagram of the gauge parameter
is obtained from the gauge field one by removing one cell in all possible ways. This
produces different gauge parameters whether the index K coincides or not with
one of the Ik. The curvatures are then gauge invariant under (3.35), but Gϕ
I1..In
is not. Nonetheless the compensated equations are gauge invariant if we give the
compensators the following transformation rule
δρIJK|I1...In = 1
2
tr[IJΛK]|I1...In . (3.36)
One can then partially gauge fix the theory setting the compensators to zero to
recover the usual Fronsdal-Labastida equations
GϕI1...In = 0 , (3.37)
that are gauge invariant for traceless gauge parameters: tr[IJΛK]|I1...In = 0.
Now we would like to give some explicit examples to clarify which tensor struc-
tures appear for various spins and dimensions. If we take for instance s = 4 in D = 5,
i.e. d = 3 we have in the massive case the single field
φ ∼ ,
while in the massless limit one obtains the following multiplet of massless Fronsdal-
Labastida gauge fields
ϕ ∼ , ϕI ∼ , ϕIJ ∼ ,
ϕIJK ∼ , ϕIJKL ∼ .
Taking for instance ϕIJ , its gauge invariance is parametrized by two different set of
parameters ΛK|IJ
ΛK|IJ ∼ K /∈ {I, J} or K ∈ {I, J} ,
while the compensators appearing in (3.34) can be
ρKLM |IJ ∼ or
whether one or two indices in KLM coincide with IJ .
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4 Coupling to curved space: (A)dS manifolds
In the previous section we have described a massive higher spinning particle in flat,
odd spacetime dimensions, together with its massless limit, by dimensionally reducing
a massless model defined in a flat even-dimensional space. It is known that the latter
can be coupled to (A)dS spaces, and more generally to conformally flat spaces. Thus,
it is natural to investigate possible extensions of our model to curved spaces. We
focus in particular to (A)dS backgrounds, which are the ones that appear in the
construction of the Vasiliev’s interacting models.
We proceed as follows. We covariantize the constraints that define our model.
Then, considering a curved metric, we check if the algebra remains first class. If that
happens to be true, it means that the gauge symmetries defining the model are not
broken by the curvature, and the model is viable. Indeed we find that a coupling to
(A)dS is allowed.
In order to deform the quantum constraint algebra to include a D dimensional
curved target space, we start from the SO(N) generators, where the task is easy. In
this case we only need to use worldline fermions with flat indices. For this purpose
we use the first part of the greek alphabet to indicate flat indices, i.e. ψαi with
α = 0, 1, ..., D− 1, (curved indices can then be obtained by using a vielbein eµα and
its inverse eα
µ). We define the quantum SO(N) generators by
Jij = i
2
[
ψαi , ψjα
]
+
i
2
[
θi, θj
]
:= Jij + Lij (4.1)
which are seen to satisfy the SO(N) algebra (indeed there is no change with respect
to the calculation in flat space). The ordering prescription used in (4.1) is uniquely
fixed by the SO(N) algebra. Then, we covariantize the susy generators by replacing
the linear momentum pµ with the covariant momentum piµ, i.e.
Qi = ψαi eαµpiµ + θim := Qi + θim (4.2)
piµ = pµ − 12ωµαβMαβ (4.3)
where Mαβ = i
2
[
ψαi , ψ
β
i
]
are the Lorentz generators in the multispinor representation
and ωµαβ the spin connection. Since by definition the Qi’s do not involve θ’s, they
are nothing but the massless susy constraints appearing in ref. [17]. They satisfy the
commutation rule {
Qi, Qj
}
= 2δijH0 +
i
2
ψαi ψ
α′
j Rαα′ββ′M
ββ′ (4.4)
where H0 =
1
2
(
piαpiα− iωββαpiα
)
and Rαβγδ is the Riemann curvature tensor. For the
full susy constraints we thus have{Qi,Qj} = 2δij(H0 + 12m2)+ i2ψαi ψα′j Rαα′ββ′Mββ′ (4.5)
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which imply that Qi, Jij and a suitably chosen hamiltonian constraint H cannot
possibly form an algebra of first class constraints for a generic background. However
restricting to maximally symmetric spaces
Rαβγδ = b
(
ηαγηβδ − ηαδηβγ
)
(4.6)
one finds {Qi,Qj} = 2δij(H˜ + 12m2)+ b2(δijJkk′Jkk′ − JikJjk − JjkJik) (4.7)
where
H˜ = H0 − b
4
Jkk′Jkk′ − bA(D) . (4.8)
The second term is an improvement term that is added and subtracted in (4.7) to
achieve [H˜,Qi] = [H˜, Jij] = 0, and A(D) = (2−N)D8 − D
2
8
is a quantum effect due
to operatorial ordering. The essential point to observe is that the right hand side of
eq. (4.7) is expressed with respect to the Jij operators that are not the constraints
operators Jij = Jij +Lij that we need to impose to get the massive HS equations of
motion. So we ought to rewrite such relations in terms of the Jij operators. Using
the commutator rule {θi, θj} = δij, we find
LikLjk + LjkLik =
N − 1
2
δij , Lkk′Lkk′ =
N(N − 1)
4
and
JikJjk + JjkJik = JikJjk + JjkJik − 2LikJjk − 2LjkJik + N − 1
2
δij
Jkk′Jkk′ = Jkk′Jkk′ − 2Lkk′Jkk′ + N(N − 1)
4
.
Thus we can rewrite (4.7) as{Qi,Qj} = 2δijH
+
b
2
[
δij(Jkk′ − 2Lkk′)Jkk′ − JikJjk − JjkJik + 2LikJjk + 2LjkJik
]
(4.9)
and recover a first class system with the hamiltonian constraint H defined by
H = H0 + 12m2 −
b
4
(
Jkk′ − 2Lkk′
)
Jkk′ − b
(
A(D) +
N − 1
8
)
= H˜ + 1
2
m2 +
b
16
(N − 1)(N − 2) .
(4.10)
Indeed, since H and H˜ only differ by a constant term, we have
[H,Qi] = [H,Jij] = 0 (4.11)
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and H is a central element of the algebra (in fact, H separately commutes with
Qi, θi, Jij, Lij).
To summarize, we have seen that the constraints Jij, Qi, and H identified above
form a first class system with nontrivial structure functions. The latter arise because
of the curvature of the (A)dS spaces, encoded in the parameter b that is related
to the scalar curvature by R = D(D − 1)b. We conclude that the massive higher
spinning particle can be defined on (A)dS spaces.
A classical action for the model can be written down immediately using the
classical limit of the above constraints, and the corresponding lagrangian read as
L = pµx˙
µ +
i
2
ψiαψ˙
α
i +
i
2
θiθ˙i − e 1
2
(piµpi
µ − b
2
JijJij +m
2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hcl
−iχi
(
eα
µpiµψ
α
i +mθi
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qcli
−1
2
aij
(
iψαi ψjα + iθiθj
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
J clij
. (4.12)
4.1 Light cone analysis
The lagrangian (4.12) describes a massive HS particle in odd dimensional (A)dS
spaces. As stressed, the constraint algebra is first class, so that its gauging is consis-
tent and the model is viable. To check that the HS particle indeed carries nontrivial
degrees of freedom, we perform a light cone analysis at the classical level. It goes in
a way similar to the one presented earlier for flat space, and we highlight just the
main points.
To proceed we follow [35]. For simplicity we set b = −1 in (4.6) and use the
Poincare` parametrization of the AdS space with ds2 = (−(dx0)2 + (dx1)2 + ... +
(dxD−3)2 + dz2 + (dxD−1)2)/z2, where a special role is played by the coordinate
xD−2 := z. As before we set x± = (xD−1 ± x0)/√2, so that ds2 = (2dx+dx− +
dxAdxA + dz2)/z2 with A = 1, 2, ..D − 3, and consider x+ as the light cone time.
We also use an index a = (A,D − 2) that runs over D − 2 values to include the one
corresponding to the coordinate xD−2 := z, so that one could write the metric in the
form ds2 = (2dx+dx− + dxadxa)/z2 as well.
Now we make the gauge choice x+ = τ . Correspondingly one may solve the
hamiltonian constraintHcl by p+ = − 12z2pi− (z2piapia+12J2ij+m2)+12ω+αβMαβ. In a sim-
ilar way we set ψ+i = 0 by a gauge choice, and solve Qcli by ψ−i = − 1e−µpiµ (eaµpiµψai +
mθi). This leaves a lagrangian of the form
6
L = p−x˙− + pax˙a +
i
2
ψiaψ˙
a
i +
i
2
θiθ˙i + p+ − 1
2
aij
(
iψai ψja + iθiθj
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jij
(4.13)
6On fermions the indices are to be considered as flat.
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where the remaining algebraic constraints related to the SO(N) charges are exactly
the same as the one present in the flat space discussion. Their treatment proceeds
in the same way, so that we conclude that the number of degrees of freedom remains
unchanged when passing from flat space to an AdS background.
4.2 Covariant analysis: massive case
We have shown that the deformed constraint superalgebra remains first class on
(A)dS backgrounds. This ensures that, in the complex U(s) basis, the independent
constraints J JI , K¯IJ , QI produce consistent and covariant dynamical equations. In
order to find them we split again the operators according to the θ content as done
in section 3.2. The field content in (A)dS remains unchanged, at the level of RI1...In
tensors, since the SO(N) generators and the corresponding constraint analysis are
unmodified. The dynamics is governed as in the flat case by the integrability and
trace conditions as in (3.13), the difference with respect to flat space being the
covariant momenta inside the QI , that give non trivial anticommutators. Indeed, the
algebra of D-dimensional operators reported in (3.8) and (3.9) remains unchanged
in (A)dS, while (3.10) becomes
{QI , QJ} = b
(
gIK J
K
J + gJK J
K
I
)
,
{
Q¯I , Q¯J
}
= −b (trIK JJK + trJK J IK) ,{
QI , Q¯
J
}
= 2 δJI H0 −
b
2
(
JKI J
J
K + J
J
KJ
K
I − 2gIKtrJK + (4− 4d− s)JJI − δJI JKK
)
,
(4.14)
where we prefer to give the last relation in terms of the minimal H0, since it is the
operator represented by the minimal covariant laplacian 2H0 = −∇2. In the massive
case the analysis proceeds along the same steps described in section 3.2. The only
independent field is R˜ = φ, with rectangular (d− 1)× s Young tableau, obeying
trKLφ = 0 ,
1
m
trKLQI φ = 0 ,
1
2m2
trKLQI QJ φ− δK[I δLJ ]φ = 0 .
(4.15)
The remaining trace conditions are automatically satisfied, provided that the three
above equations hold. This fact, along with the mutual consistency of the QI in-
tegrability constraints, is highly nontrivial on (A)dS. The light cone analysis of the
previous subsection guarantees that the propagating degrees of freedom are conserved
with respect to the flat case, ensuring that the model is not empty in (A)dS.
The first equation tells us as before that φ is traceless7 and, since the [tr, Q] algebra
is unchanged, the second one turns again into a divergence constraint
Q¯I φ = 0 ↔ ∇αφαα2..αd−1,...,β1..βd−1 = 0 . (4.16)
7In this section on (A)dS backgrounds, we treat tensor fields with flat Lorentz indices. Every
covariant equation can be rewritten using curved base indices by sending ηαβ to gµν .
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The main difference with respect to the flat case appears in the third equation, due
to the deformed {QI , Q¯J} algebra, as can be seen from (4.14). In order to get the
Klein-Gordon equation from (4.15), let us manipulate the trQQ term. Pushing the
trace operator through the supercharges, and using trIJφ = Q¯Iφ = 0 we get
trKLQIQJ φ = 2δ
[L
I
{
Q¯K], QJ
}
φ .
We use now the superalgebra (4.14), along with the U(s) constraint JJI φ = (d−1)δJI φ,
to obtain
2δ
[L
I
{
Q¯K], QJ
}
φ = 2δ
[L
I δ
K]
J
(
2H0 + b(d− 1)(d− 1 + s)
)
φ .
Finally, inserting the above result in (4.15) yields(
− 2H0 − b(d− 1)(d− 1 + s)−m2
)
φ = 0 , (4.17)
i.e. the covariant Klein-Gordon equation with the mass term shifted by a geometric
contribution, thus completing the triplet of massive Fierz-Pauli conditions in (A)dS:
φβα2..αd−1,...,β β2..βd−1 = 0 ,
∇αφαα2..αd−1,...,β1..βd−1 = 0 ,(
∇2 − b(d− 1)(d− 1 + s)−m2
)
φα1..αd−1,...,β1..βd−1 = 0 .
(4.18)
We are now ready to analyze the massless limit, that is considerably more in-
volved. In general we will not find Fronsdal-Labastida equations for mixed symmetry
gauge fields, and we will limit ourselves to work out an explicit example.
4.3 Massless limit: an example
We give an interesting and non trivial example of what the model describes in the
“massless” limit m = 0. In such a limit the dynamical equations in (A)dS reduce to
QK R
I1...In = 0 ,
trKLRI1...In −RKLI1...In = 0 .
(4.19)
This form is the same as the flat case one, but now the integrability conditions
QR = 0 become non trivial, because of the non-vanishing {Q,Q} anti-commutator
in (4.14), that prevents the operator q0 =
1
s!
I1...IsQI1 ...QIs to be annihilated by QK .
In the massless even-dimensional (A)dS models of [17] the integrability conditions
on HS curvature, described by rectangular GL(D) Young tableaux, were solved.
However, unlike [17], in the present work the (A)dS deformation seems to introduce
complications for solving the integrability condition of some specific curvature ten-
sors, those described by “pistol-shaped” Young tableaux. This is presumably related
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to the fact that in AdS the pistol-shaped HS potentials have less gauge symmetries
than the corresponding flat space ones8 [36–38]. Nonetheless, a light cone analysis
applied to the pistol-shaped HS curvature equations, indicates that the corresponding
multiplet carries the same number of degrees of freedom in all maximally-symmetric
spaces; we will further comment on this point later on.
In the following we discuss the spin-two case in AdS3, where again we refer to
the spin as the number of columns in the Young tableaux representing the higher
spin curvatures. Solving the algebraic U(2) constraints J JI , the field content of the
model is given by the following curvatures
R ∼
RI ∼
RIJ ∼
We start analyzing the differential constraints on the first and last curvature since we
expect the equations of motion to mix them as in the flat case (being rectangularly
shaped we expect no particular difficulties to arise). The differential Bianchi identi-
ties QKR = 0 = QKR
IJ can indeed be solved by introducing a symmetric rank-two
gauge potential ϕ and a scalar ϕIJ as follows
R = q(2)ϕ R
KL = q(2)ϕ
KL (4.20)
with
q(2) =
1
2
IJ (QIQJ − b gIJ) . (4.21)
We now use the algebra presented in the previous section to push the trace operator
tr through q(2). Firstly let us introduce the AdS generalization of the Fronsdal-
Labastida operator GAdS(2) defined by
GAdS(2) :=
1
2
KLtr
KLq(2)
=
(
− 2H0 +QIQ¯I + 1
2
QIQJtr
IJ − bgIJtrIJ + b
2
J LK J
K
L − b(d+ 1)J KK + b(2d− 1)
)
(4.22)
The equations of motion for the above potentials thus are the trace constraints
of (4.19). For the scalar potential ϕIJ := IJφ we simply get
trIJq(2)ϕ
KL = IJGAdS(2) ϕ
KL = 0 ⇒ (∇2 − 3b)φ = 0 (4.23)
8We thank Per Sundell for this observation.
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where on the right hand side we explicitly evaluated the action of the SO(4) con-
straints on the scalar potential. Therefore the equations of motions for RIJ leave one
propagating degree of freedom (DoF), that of a scalar field.
For the rank-two tensor, ϕ = 1
2
φµν
IJψµI ψ
ν
J , the trace condition amounts to
trKLq(2)ϕ = q(2)ϕ
KL (4.24)
and, similarly to the flat space counterpart, we aim to combine ϕ and ϕKL in a single
field. To achieve this task we introduce
ϕ˜ := ϕ− 1
2
gIJϕ
IJ (4.25)
and use the operatorial relation
[GAdS(2) , g] = 
IJQIQJ(3− 2d+ J LL ) + (2d− 3)g − bgJ LL
with g = IJgIJ to make G
AdS
(2) act on ϕ
IJ , so that, when we put ϕIJ on shell,
equation (4.24) reduces to
GAdS(2) ϕ˜ = 0 (4.26)
which is the Fronsdal equation in (A)dS for a massless spin-two potential, i.e.
∇2φµν −∇µ∇ρφρν −∇ν∇ρφρµ +∇µ∇νφρρ + 2b
(
gµν φ
ρ
ρ − φµν
)
= 0 (4.27)
that in three dimensions carries no DoF’s (we dropped the tildes for simplicity).
Finally we now try to integrate RI and impose the trace constraint to extract the
last equation of motion. After considering a natural class of ansatze, we could not
find a nontrivial solution to QKR
I = 0, and it seems that RI cannot be integrated in
terms of a potential. Nonetheless, a direct light cone check shows that the constraints
QJR
I = trJKRI = 0 leave one propagating DoF, as it happens in flat space. As we
mentioned above, the fact that AdS gauge potentials with non rectangular Young
tableaux carry more DoF’s than corresponding flat space potentials might be the
origin of this difficulty in integrating the curvatures RI1...In for n 6= 0, s9. Indeed,
the light cone analysis of sec. 4.1 shows that the whole sum over fields RI1...In has
the same degrees of freedom in both flat and AdS spaces. One can thus conclude
that integrating RI1...In in AdS, if possible, would not give rise to the same gauge
potentials as those introduced in flat space, namely ϕI1...In . We summarize the results
9Remember that R and RI1...Is have rectangular Young tableaux and can thus be integrated.
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for such spin-two case in the following table
Curvature R ∼ RI ∼ RIJ ∼
⇓ ⇓ ⇓
Potential ϕ˜ ∼ not integrable ϕIJ ∼ scalar
EoM GAdS(2) ϕ˜ =0 QJR
I = trJKRI = 0 GAdS(2) ϕ
IJ = 0
DoF 0 1 1
The total number of DoF’s is two, just like those of a massive spin-two in D = 3.
5 Conclusions
We have constructed a relativistic action for a massive particle with higher spin by
dimensionally reducing a massless model. The massless model used, the spinning
particle with local SO(N) extended susy on the worldline, propagates degrees of
freedom only in a spacetime of even dimension, so that the emerging model lives in
a spacetime of odd dimensions. We have covariantized it to introduce a coupling to
(A)dS spaces, and shown that the physical degrees of freedom propagating at the
quantum level satisfy the Fierz-Pauli equations extended to (A)dS spaces. The mass-
less limit of the model contains the same number of degrees of freedom. Its covariant
description, arising for the quantum Dirac constraints related to the gauge symme-
tries of the particle action, has a geometric interpretation in terms of curvatures, but
a reformulation in terms of gauge potentials is generically more complex that the
one arising in flat space, and we have just presented the simple example of s = 2 in
D = 3. We have not produced a general analysis of the massless case to uncover if
and how the (A)dS geometrical equations are related to massless gauge potentials.
Indeed, it is also conceivable that some of the degrees of freedom could be realized
in the form of “partially massless states” discovered in [39, 40], and further analyzed
in [41], where the authors derived the generating function of HS (A)dS actions for
both massive and partially massless fields by applying the log radial reduction tech-
nique [42] to a one-dimension higher massless HS theory, an idea that was further
developed within the tractor and BRST set up in [43]. It could be interesting to see
if and how partially massless states can be described in first quantization.
One could proceed further in the first quantized description of our model by
considering a closed worldline, so to analyze the corresponding one loop effective
action. Path integrals on curved spaces need a regularization [44], but they can be
used successfully in worldline approaches to QFT problems [45]. We expect that for
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the present model the counterterms identified in [46] are enough for carrying out the
perturbative evaluation of the one loop effective action. One might also expect that
an exact evaluation be possible, as similar result have been found on AdS spaces for
higher spin fields [47, 48].
Another direction where to extend the present work is to consider dimensional
reduction in more than one dimension. This may allow to find worldline actions that
describe propagation of several multiplets of massive and massless HS excitations
in flat and AdS spaces. Of course, it would be extremely interesting to see how to
make the various HS particles self-interact in a first quantized picture, though this
is a sensibly harder problem.
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